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Brand New Book. Hopkins s Dublin Notebook provides intimate
and rare access to the Jesuit poet s private, poetic, religious,
and academic thoughts and words during his final years in
Dublin. In February 1884, Hopkins moved to Dublin from
England to become a Professor of Classics at University College
(entrusted to the Jesuits in 1883) and a Fellow at the recently-
established Royal University of Ireland, an examining
institution. He lived at UC s St. Stephen s Green campus until 8
June 1889, when he died of typhoid. The Dublin Notebook is a
unique repository of personal memoranda, drafts of poems,
lecture outlines, spiritual meditation notes, and academic
notes, and sheds new light on the circumstances that produced
Hopkins s Sonnets of Desolation in the mid-1880s. The contents
include pages in which he tallied examination marks and
commented on students performances; intermittent musical
jottings; lists of correspondents to whom he owed letters;
attendance records; drafts of a short biography for
publication; a commentary on Cicero; and preliminary
versions of Sibyl s Leaves , one of his most exceptional poems.
This edition, Volume VII...
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An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just
very happy to tell you that this is the greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he
finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe-- B a r t Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the
fifty percent in the ebook. I am easily will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hym a n O 'Conner  III--  Hym a n O 'Conner  III
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